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•

Over 80 UK organisations, developing at-risk skills,
capability & capacity in advanced fuels

•

>10 UK world leading universities

•

Supporting >50 postdocs and Ph.D.s

•

>£4m investment in UK academic institutions

•

Leveraging >£100m from international programmes

Advanced Fuel Cycle

NIRAB landscape survey, March 2020.
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NNL User Access Call
• Initiative to improve academic access to ROYCE & NNUF facilities at NNL
• Idea presented in Feb 2020 & formally launched in July 2020
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“Postal” Experiments – performed by NNL on behalf of
client
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for on-site experiments and access

User Access for "Hands in Pockets" and
"Hands on" experiments

• Fantastic response from academic community
•

~25 attendees at briefing seminar resulting in 16 proposals aligned to AFCP

• Ranked by Panel involving two independent members
•
•
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May

Number of successful applicants limited by our capacity rather than quality of applications
Applicants currently being notified of decisions

Jun

Alpha Resilience and Capability
• Alpha Resilience and Capability (ARC) is a collaboration between the UK Government and the
nuclear sector to sustain and enhance the UK’s world-leading alpha skills capabilities; those
required to work on programmes related to alpha-emitting materials.
•

Examples include the launch of an enhanced alpha remediation programme and delivery of the UK
Government’s plutonium disposition strategy.

• Currently seeking proposals from organisations and early career individuals interested in creating
upskilling opportunities.
• Technical interventions - These are funded projects or collaborations which enable the development of new
skills and knowledge within ARC partner organisations or alpha-related organisations.
• Travel bursaries - Funding towards the cost of attending visits, meetings or training events related to alpha
skills development, or dissemination of related knowledge, either technical or practical
• Secondment grants - Support for individuals to spend time working in ARC partners’ facilities to enhance
their research or skills
For more info, contact cassie.staines@uknnl.com or https://www.nnl.co.uk/innovation-science-and-technology/collaborations/alpha-resilience-and-capability/call-for-proposals/
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